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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev14
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev12
Open-Xchange App Suite office 7.10.3-rev6
Open-Xchange App Suite office-web 7.10.3-rev6
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5742.

OXUIB-260 Gdpr export page does not refresh once the download is ready
This was caused by a missing update event.
This has been solved by triggering event to update the view.
OXUIB-252 Same email search results in different options
When ’search’ collection get’s expired via expire() the ’expire’ property got reverted immediately.
This has been solved by manipulating ’expired’ property directly.
OXUIB-251 Optional fields gone from contacts
The user fields 1 to 20 were not provided in the Edit dialog.
The user fields 1 to 20 have been added to the Edit dialog to solve this issue.
OXUIB-246 Reply-To field isn’t working at all
Missing support for ”reply_to” field in new mail compose implementation.
This has been fixed by adding support for ”reply_to” field in new mail compose implementation.
OXUIB-183 Found no such composition space
There is a little time gap between the POST /compose/:id/attachment to state to have a progress of
100% and the fact, that the upload call resolves. This is the time, the server needs to finally store the
attachment somewhere. If the mail is send in exactly this gap, a race condition between sending
and attaching the image to the mail might occur.
Wait until the attachment-upload has been resolved before the mail send process can be started is
solving this issue.
MWB-328 Data export logic for unsubscribed mail folders is inverted
Misinterpreted ”includeUnsubscribed” boolean flag on mail data export.
Solution: Properly interpret ”includeUnsubscribed” boolean flag on mail data export.
MWB-323 ”set” in sieve rule: mailfilter page not loading
Action command parser was missing.
This has been solved by adding action command parser for set action.
MWB-311 Possible memory leak in middleware
Internal cache in IMAP bundle used to held in-memory structure of IMAP server’s LIST/LSUB output
steadily fills up over several months as long as enough active session are present. Moreover, accumulation of unused/stale IMAP store containers managed in IMAP connection cache also due to
vast number of active sessions.
Let cached entries expire (and remove from cache) after reasonable amount of idle time as well as
drop unused/stale IMAP store containers managed in IMAP connection cache to solve this issue.
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MWB-282 Sharing a mail folders is possible even
Permission was not checked when adding a guest permission to a mail folder.
This has been solved by orderly checking permissions and deny operation.
DOCS-2049 dcs: errors with pxc_strict_mode=enforced on galera cluster
The table DATABASECHANGELOG needs no primary key, but the product strato uses needs this key.
The reason for this is not clear.
This has been fixed by adding a primary key to table DATABASECHANGELOG.
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Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Database Schema

Change #SCR-608 Support for ”reply_to” field in new mail compose implementation
Support for ”reply_to” field in new mail compose implementation through adding VARCHAR column
”replyToAddr” to ”compositionSpace” table. Related UpdateTask: com.openexchange.mail.compose.impl.groupware.CompositionSpaceAddReplyTo
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-260, OXUIB-252, OXUIB-251, OXUIB-246, OXUIB-183, MWB-328, MWB-323, MWB-311, MWB282, DOCS-2049,
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